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By Lorna Landvik

Transworld Publishers Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Tall Pine Polka,
Lorna Landvik, Life, they say, is a state of mind. In the small town of Tall Pine, Minnesota, that state
of mind is found at the Cup O'Delight cafe. The locals gather here for what they call the Tall Pine
Polka, an event in which heavenly coffee, good food, and that feeling of being alive among friends
inspires both body and soul to dance. Escaping to Tall Pine from an abusive husband, Lee answered
the 'What am I going to do with my life?' question by opening the cafe. Among the regulars are:
Miss Penk and Frau Katt, the town's only lesbian couple ('Well, we're za only ones who admit it.');
Pete, proprietor of the Shoe Shack, who spends his nights crafting beautiful shoes to present to Lee,
along with his declarations of love; Mary, whose bad poetry can clear the cafe in seconds; and most
important of all, Lee's best friend Fenny, a smart and sassy twenty-two-year-old going on eighty.
Then Hollywood 'discovers' Tall Pine. It seems the sleepy town is the perfect location for a romantic
comedy. And Fenny, pounced on like a bone in...
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Simply no terms to explain. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Its been written in an remarkably easy way and is particularly
merely soon after i finished reading this book where basically changed me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Pr of . Jededia h K uhic DV M-- Pr of . Jededia h K uhic DV M

This book is really gripping and fascinating. I really could comprehended almost everything using this published e book. I am just very easily can get a
delight of reading a published publication.
-- K a iley Pa cocha-- K a iley Pa cocha
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